Field Experience Governing Committee Meeting Notes
15 September 2009
3:30-5:30 (HEC Conference Room)
Present: Carriveau, Calhoon, Ward, Hall, Goebel, Simpson, Peterson, Hurley
Regrets: Skancke, Beguin, Caton-Rosser
Topic
1. Partner Updates

2. Placement Issues
for Fall 2009
3. Rapid City Issues
4. Seeking New PDS
Schools

5. Online PDS
Materials &
Forms
6. Wiki Forum for
Professional
Development

7. Systematic
Communication

Notes
 Peterson reported that the clinical faculty are happy with the full-year placements for candidates (re: 1-year pilot).
 Simpson reported that a new Graduate Handbook for Field Experiences would be completed soon.
 Hurley reported that Black Hawk is hosting our PDS methods block this year due to General Beadle’s need for classroom
space related to NCLB concerns.
 Ward reported that Meade Schools are looking at beginning the elementary PDS in Fall 2010. Calhoon will work on getting
4-5 candidate placements for Spring 2010 at Brown HS. Hurley will work with elementary principals and staffs to set up
clinical faculty members throughout the district by Fall 2010. This puts Meade Schools on a Fall-Spring rotation for
elementary PDS along with Rapid City schools.
 Carriveau discussed the last-minute changes in some candidates’ placements due to notification from some schools.
Spearfish schools were utilized for candidate placements along with Valley View in Rapid City to solve the issue.
 Hurley noted that the change in DSTEP test scores for the Rapid City Title I schools is impacting the placement process.
This led to late notification regarding some candidates’ placements (see Item 2 above).
 Hurley suggested that more clinical faculty members are needed to accommodate all candidates. A discussion about
adding new schools and seeking more clinical faculty members from existing partner schools ensued. Hall, Goebel, and
Calhoon strongly recommended adding more clinical faculty from existing sites before pursuing other schools. Hall
suggested that if we add more schools, we should look to the Douglas School District because they have expressed interest
and fit our needs for partnerships. Goebel shared insights from Project Select’s years of experience noting the importance
of building relationships by being visible, meeting with school administrators, BLT connections, social gatherings for and
recognition of administrators and clinical faculty, and the graduation ceremony where clinical faculty take part. Goebel
will get information on building relationships to us.
 Hurley will work on getting more clinical faculty from existing schools and will seek assistance from current clinical faculty
members in partner schools. She will also contact Douglas and Meade schools to add more clinical faculty to the
partnerships.
 Hurley discussed the idea of putting PDS materials and forms online to make items more accessible to both candidates and
clinical faculty members. She will work with Laura Turner to get these added to the website.
 Hurley suggested that we consider having a professional development website to share professional knowledge/ideas
across schools and districts. It could include a support area, questions, professional organization links, research, TLC
information, areas of interest (diversity, INTASC standards, etc.). Calhoon will look into a professional networking site
“LinkedIn” to explore possibilities. Carriveau asked members to begin thinking what types of information, etc. would be
useful on such a site. We will update this at the next meeting.
 Hall led a discussion of the need for a systematic communication flow between schools and the university as it relates to
issues impacting candidate placements. A line regarding timely notification should be added to PDS contracts with
districts. Ward indicated that he thought the Meade School District would not have any problem with adding a statement
to the contract. Hall will draft a statement regarding lines of communication.

8. Other Topics

9. Next Meeting

 Hall noted the expansion and replication of Project Select in Pierre, Douglas, and Chamberlain.
 Calhoon discussed the new secondary certification-only program that came from the SD DOE’s initiative to have a way for
site-bound candidates to obtain a teaching license by completing a one-year collaborative program of courses across the
Regental institutions. This collaboration presents placement issues for candidates pursuing this program.
 Friday, March 26, 2010 in Sturgis (District Conference Room, 1230 Douglas St.) from 3:30-5:30.

